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6. Abstract (300 words):
Since the 1980s, the central districts of São Paulo have tremendously lost population while
peripheral urbanization kept expanding. The exodus of middle-class residents to
peripheral gated communities, conjoined with the state-led deportation of urban poor
to large peripheral social housing projects increasingly leaves the central city behind as
a residual territory. The result is a striking spatial inversion: urbanized areas of the so-called
formal city are increasingly eroding while peripheral expansion escalates. Paradoxically,

the centre still accumulates most of the urban services, and is well-equiped with urban
infrastructure and job availabilities, while peripheral investments lack any of these.
This way, central São Paulo is successively balancing between urban degradation and
urban innovation, marginality and centrality. More and more, the so-called ‘formal’ city
is in formalizing, the centre is peripheralizing, accumulating vacancy and abandonment.
Since the 1997, the vast numbers of empty homes and buildings, contrasted with the
city’s housing deficit has mobilized urban social movements to re-occupy this available
building fabric, claiming rights not only to the city, but to the centre of the city. These
occupations resulted in various forms of collective dwelling in the vicinity of the centre,
revitalizing informally and insurgently declining central urban neighbourhoods.
The main aim of this research project is to investigate how these ‘insurgent’ occupations
in the central city have a spatial agency that could be understood as a kind of ‘Insurgent
Urban Reform’ in its own terms. It therefore explores the architectural and urban impact
of building occupations on the city, interrogating its performativity as a genuine form of
radical yet inclusive urbanism. The project is funded by the Belgian Development
Cooperation and developed in close collaboration with social movements, human rights
associations and governmental institutions.
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